Unit 10, Brooke Industrial Park, Norwich, Norfolk. NR15 1HJ. Tel: 01508 550430

Travel Instructions
We are 3.9 miles from Norwich Southern Bypass A47 – A146 Junction
IF TRAVELLING FROM NORTH, SOUTH OR WEST:
From southern bypass [A47], take junction signposted to Lowestoft [A146] and keep to right
hand lane as you turn up the hill.
At traffic lights at top of hill take the right hand filter lane signposted Bungay, Poringland
[B1332]
1. Carry on this road through Poringland (beware speed camera by school). Go straight over
two roundabouts and when you have cleared all housing, travel for approximately 1 mile at
which point you will see the Dove Public House on your right.
Immediately past this you will see the sign for Brooke Industrial Park. Turn right here,
Mandy’s Diner is on the corner and there are usually flags flying here.
Come up the hill and bear left and you will find us on the right hand side four units along.
You should see our sign which matches our logo (above).

IF TRAVELLING FROM THE EAST:
Travel in on the A146 to traffic lights at the top of Trowse bypass intersection with the
Norwich southern bypass. Keep to left hand lane which will filter you before you get to the
traffic lights. Signpost to Bungay, Poringland [A146] to the left, Sewage Works, Bramerton
to the right and Norwich, Gt Yarmouth, Thetford, Ipswich straight ahead.
At traffic lights turn left. Then follow instructions as above from 1.

SATNAV:
If you want to put something in your SatNav please use the postcode for the Dove Public
House NR14 7NB or grid reference 52.556071, 1.364863. This will get you closer than our
postcode (as we are on the borders of two codes SatNavs get confused and send you into
Brooke village).
However if you are travelling from the East and are at the pub you have gone slightly too far,
just turn back on yourself for 100yds and turn right.
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